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Social Housing Partnership Fund for Improved 

Cycling & Walking Facilities 2019-20 

Assessment of Walking and Cycling Conditions at 

Kirkton Avenue, Glasgow (Glasgow Housing Association) 

We are Living Streets Scotland, part of the UK charity for 

everyday walking. We want to create a nation where walking 

is the natural choice for everyday, local journeys. 
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Introduction 
Living Streets has received funding from the Social Housing Partnership Fund for 

Improved Cycling & Walking Facilities, administered by Cycling Scotland. As part of 

this work we have reviewed and assessed conditions for walking and cycling around 

29 properties owned by Registered Social Landlords across Scotland. This report 

looks at conditions for walking and cycling around the Glasgow Housing Association 

(Wheatley Group) properties at Kirkton Avenue, Knightswood, Glasgow. 

Area context 
 

The property consists of five high rise blocks, of around 23 storeys. These sit to the 

south of Kirkton Avenue [KA], which is within a much larger area of Glasgow 

dominated by residential property.  

The project is to install secure parking for bicycles at the base of these tower blocks. 

The only very clear boundary nearby affecting travel, and in terms of distinguishing 

one area from the next, is the River Clyde. This sits around 1km to the southwest, 

with an associated band of non-residential property along its north bank. 

The wider area is crossed by one nearby railway line, passing close beside the 

properties. This is crossed by several bridges nearby. There are also a canal and 

further railway lines within 2 to 3 km from the property. For longer journeys these 

may act as barriers to travel on foot and by bicycle.  

The roads across this area vary widely in character, some having narrow quiet 

carriageways, and others very wide carriageways carrying significant volumes of fast 

moving traffic. Signalised crossings only usually exist where the largest roads meet. 

Most pedestrians will find some of these roads create a barrier to the navigability of 

the area. It seems safe to assume that children, those who walk more slowly, and 

people with disabilities, will find a significantly greater percentage create a barrier. 

Audit context 
 

This report highlights key observations and themes, and general observations, which 

will we consider to be helpful to the Registered Social Landlord and to Cycling 

Scotland in connection with the funding award. It also adds to knowledge on 

opportunities and barriers around cycling and walking in the local area. The 

Methodology for the audits is included in the separate document, ‘Walking and 

Cycling Audits for Registered Social Landlords 2019-20: Methodology’.  
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It is also helpful to read this document in conjunction with the accompanying ‘Walking 

and Cycling Audits for Registered Social Landlords 2019-20: What Does Good look 

Like?’ which describes, using a set of key principles, the characteris 

tics of a good walking and cycling environment.  

Responsibilities and development 
 

Our urban environments are defined by interrelated features under the influence of 

many different bodies. This report is about current conditions, whatever their cause. 

Registered Social Landlords have control of some aspects of the environment, may 

only able to influence other aspects, and may in some cases have no direct influence 

at all, however this report may be useful in approaching those who do.  

It is strongly recommended that the content of this report should be checked with 

local residents, who are the real experts on quality of experience in the areas where 

they live. 

Funding for improvements to the urban environment might be available from a 

number of sources – and not only to a Registered Social Landlord or statutory 

authorities but also community led groups. Sources include: 

• Places for Everyone - advice, support and funding for the creation of 

infrastructure that makes it easier for people to walk, cycle and wheel for 

everyday journeys 

https://www.sustrans.org.uk/our-blog/projects/2019/scotland/places-for-everyone/ 

• Awards for All - funding from £300 to £10,000 to support what matters to 

people and communities.  

https://www.tnlcommunityfund.org.uk/funding/under10k 

• The Social Housing Partnership Fund for Improved Cycling & Walking 

Facilities – funding for social housing providers for new facilities that make it 

easier, more enjoyable and more accessible for people to walk or cycle:  

https://www.cycling.scot/what-we-do/cycling-friendly/social-housing-fund 

  

https://www.sustrans.org.uk/our-blog/projects/2019/scotland/places-for-everyone/
https://www.tnlcommunityfund.org.uk/funding/under10k
https://www.cycling.scot/what-we-do/cycling-friendly/social-housing-fund
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Map 
Where helpful the text refers - like this [KA] - to the points marked on this map.

 

KA Kirkton Avenue 
CR Crescent Road 
KD Kintillo Drive 
TC Talbot Crescent 
CD Cairntool Drive 
LA Lincoln Avenue 
AR Anniesland Road 
K Kingsway 
AD Alderman Road 
SH retail park 
SM Supermarket 
QV  Queen Victoria Dr 
NCN Cycle route 
R1/2 stations 
PS1/2 primary schools 
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Observations 
Project 

  

Some areas near the properties are much more closely overlooked than others. This may have significance for the 

security of bicycle parking. 

 a 

Immediate area   

The main residential blocks of the properties are arranged in a line over more than 500metres, with the largest gap 

between two being around 170m and the smallest around 75m. There are direct links from all the properties to Kirkton 

Avenue [KA], on the short access roads and their accompanying footway. There are footway links from nearby the 

easternmost three properties to Kintillo Drive [KD] immediately to the south. Two of these involve short flights of steps, 

as Kintillo Drive is above the level of the area immediately surrounding the properties. 

 b 

The westernmost two properties have a railway line immediately to their south. Links southward are possible via 

Cairntoul Drive [CD] which bridges the railway immediately to the west of the properties. 

  

The properties are surrounded by an area which includes some space for parking, grass areas, playparks and other 

recreational space, and some small areas with trees and more dense undergrowth. Through this is an east-west 

aligned path, which passes close to or around the base of each property. We observed pedestrian use of this path, 

even while other surrounding areas were much quieter, and it seems likely that it provides a convenient link. In places 

the most direct access to this path requires that pedestrians through or around car-parking areas. 

1 b 
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It is difficult to assess how welcoming this area immediately around the properties will be at night. Most areas are 

overlooked from the properties themselves, but the windows of the properties may feel to be small and distant when at 

ground level. 

1 b 

Pedestrian areas immediately outside the properties are of relatively high quality in many places. There are faults in 

places on connecting paths. 

 b 

Footway (i.e. ‘the pavement’) links along Kirkton Avenue were seriously obstructed in many places by parked vehicles 

which appear to be associated with the properties. We also observed that vehicles were sometimes parked on areas 

close to the property which have been marked clearly ‘no parking.’  

2,3,7 c 

Footway links along the closest (south) side of Kirkton Avenue, across the accesses to the properties, are supported 

with dropped kerbs, however pedestrians must cross an unnecessarily wide area of carriageway. During our visit some 

of these dropped kerbs were completely obstructed by parked vehicles, including one with Glasgow Housing 

Association livery.   

2 c 

There are multiple issues with footway (i.e. ‘the pavement’) in the streets immediately surrounding the properties.  4,5,6 d 

We inspected the most direct routes toward Scotstounhill station [R2] for pedestrians, through the residential streets to 

the south of the properties. It seems likely that this is a key destination.  

The surface of some sections of footway in this area is extremely poor. There are many sections which have been 

designed to be narrow - often being only just wide enough for two people to pass each other carefully. There are 

sections with hedges overhanging them. Many sections have sloping surfaces (i.e. with significant crossfall) designed 

to facilitate smooth vehicle access to private driveways. These sloping sections will be difficult to negotiate in frosty/icy 

conditions, and perhaps impossible at all times if using a wheelchair or mobility scooter. The narrow footways are often 

further obstructed with lamp posts and litter bins. There seem to be few places where dropped kerbs have been 

provided, and where these exist they are of very low quality, and give access only to narrow sloping sections of 

footway. 

4,5,6 d 
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In broad terms, most of the streets nearby are well overlooked from the residential property that dominates here. This 

residential properly is generally built in a relatively dense manner, even along many of the larger roads. This makes it 

more likely that these streets remain more welcoming for most people after dark. Sections of Anniesland Road [AR] and 

Kingsway [K] are a notable exception to this. 

3,5  

Some streets in the area immediately surrounding the property may feel welcoming enough for cycling, such that many 

people would consider this as an option. However, all routes on such streets quickly encounter much larger roads. All 

routes will require either that people use sections of larger and more threatening carriageway, or at least that they 

encounter exposed crossings of these. Signalised crossings of the larger carriageways tend only to exist where two 

larger roads meet. Some back-street routes might exist which would, with practice, feel safe for cycling to a wide group 

of people, however these are not in any way obvious, and they are likely only to be found through trial and error.  

 e 

Wider area   

The properties are in a large area dominated by residential property so it seems likely that many practical journeys may 

be to locations at a greater distance. There are, however, a number of key shops and public transport links available 

within only 250 metres of the properties.  

  

There is a small but significant retail park containing both larger and smaller shops [SH], serviced by a car park, 200-

600m to the south/southwest. This includes supermarkets (Iceland and Tesco Metro). Two of the properties suffer more 

lengthy access toward this because an opportunity has been missed to link from the properties to Talbot Court [TC].  

It is clear that the properties in this retail park were designed to face the car park, and that the development aims to 

attract passing traffic from Anniesland Road, and therefore that the rear of the development is toward the properties. 

Shorter access routes are possible through the service area, which links Cairntool Drive and Crescent Road behind the 

development. This access is unobvious, but is known to local people. The link to Cairntool Drive is partially supported 

by the provision of a painted walkway, but both routes are effectively across areas which can be used by large vehicles. 

Bicycle parking is available, although this is beside the entrances from Anniesland Road. 

8,9 e 
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A further supermarket [SM] is available around 300-500m north of the properties on Alderman Road. Pedestrian access 

to this is on the footways of the residential streets north of the properties. These are in better condition that those on the 

streets south of the properties, but similar issues exist. 

 e 

None of the properties are further than around 500m from one of Scotstounhill [R2] or Garscadden [R1] stations (these 

are on the same line), and some are only around 350m away. In addition to the issues identified above, more direct 

journeys to Scotstounhill station involve crossing Anniesland Road. The carriageway has not been designed to support 

this crossing. Use of the signalised crossing at the junction with Lincoln Avenue adds around 250m onto the journey to 

the station. The access to Garscadden Station uses a narrow path, and this might be very unwelcoming at night. 

 10 e 

Anniesland Road [AR], and the connected road Kingsway [K] (around 200-400m south of the properties), have 

particularly wide carriageways. They have 4 lanes in many places (and two very wide lanes in others). We only 

observed this road for a short period in the middle of the day, but it seems likely that only 2 of the lanes tend to be in 

active use, with much of the carriageway space providing a great deal of spare capacity – meaning that vehicles are 

more likely to be driven at much higher speeds. Unusually for this area property tends to be set well back from the 

carriageway, and in places isn’t residential in nature – probably making it them much less welcoming for pedestrians 

after dark. It seems possible that this road could be made much easier to cross, perhaps also with support for cycling 

added, without changing the current traffic volumes significantly. Both changes could be used to create a carriageway 

design which naturally controls speed – making the current speed limits feel much more credible than at present. 

10,11 e 

Alderman Road [AD] (around 200-500m north of the properties) has a similarly wide carriageway. There have been 

some significant modifications to the carriageway meaning that many more crossing points are available. In a number 

of places it is possible to cross the road in two stages across single lanes, and to do so without encountering full height 

kerbs. In places there are painted lanes supporting cycling. These seem to provide conditions which are better for 

cycling, but it seems unlikely that most people would feel comfortable cycling here. This support vanishes at junctions. 

On a road like this, fully segregated provision for cycling can be arranged so as to make pedestrian crossings of the 

main carriageway lanes less exposed. 

12 e 
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Pedestrian routes through the surrounding streets might be defined by the ability of any particular pedestrian to cross a 

certain width of carriageway within a given time. Junctions between larger roads tend to have traffic signals, but these 

are not present on junctions of smaller streets, nor at junctions where the larger roads meet smaller streets. Confident 

fit adult pedestrians may be able to make their way throughout this area, although at some risk when crossing busier 

carriageways. Others may find that routes are very much more limited, or the risks involved are higher. 

10,11 

12 

e 

There is little support provided for cycling in this area, beyond the painted lanes marked on some sections of Alderman 

Road. Although almost all the nearby streets are lined with residential property the suitability of these streets for cycling 

varies very considerably, and the comments above about all routes encountering larger roads apply. On some mapping 

it is indicated that cycle lanes are present on Southbrae Drive, which might facilitate journeys eastward, and signage 

beside the carriageway indicates formally that this is a “route recommended for pedal cycles on the main carriageway 

of a road.” We judge that these lanes have been implemented and are maintained in such a way that they offer little if 

any support for cycling. Vehicles were parked on them in many places, they are absent at key places on the road, the 

paint has worn away, the lanes had debris from nearby trees covering them, and it might be argued that they 

encourage people cycling to adopt a position on the carriageway which increases risk.  

13,14 e 

Some of the quietest residential streets in the area may provide conditions that many people would accept for cycling, 

but almost all of these have the potential to offer relatively complex conditions, defined by the need to negotiate parked 

vehicles on the carriageway and the responses of people driving to these. There are alternative designs of residential 

street used in other countries which better support walking and cycling.  

4,5,6 e 

The two catchment primary schools are around 300-800metres away from the properties. A signalised crossing on 

Polnoon Avenue may support journeys on foot to Bankhead primary school [PS1]. It is helpful that the carriageway has 

been significantly narrowed as part of the crossing provision. A less direct route, planned around use of this crossing, 

might only be 100m longer. The crossing is also aligned to support walking trips to Gasrcadden station.  

Walking trips to Corpus Christie primary [PS2], which is on Pikeman Road, involve a crossing of Lincoln Avenue from 

Kirkton Avenue. There are no parking restrictions on Lincoln Avenue at the junction of these roads and vehicles were 

parked on both sides of the carriageway during our visit. It seems likely that only a single lane of traffic runs in either 

15,16 e 
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direction, even during busy periods but pedestrians must cross a section of carriageway which is wide enough for 4 or 5 

lanes, and it is notable that the design of the side road entrances here prioritises vehicle movement over the safety of 

crossing pedestrians. 

There is a section of National Cycle Network route which passes around 400-900m to the south of the properties. This 

primarily allows for cycling away from roads, and it links toward the city centre. However the city is around 7km away, 

and the route is on the site of an old railway line, meaning that in many places it is not overlooked. Many people might 

feel very isolated here, and it seems unlikely that many would consider using the route after dark. Around 1km of the 

route to the city is on poor quality footway, immediately beside a road of a more industrial nature. This section of route 

provides particularly unpleasant conditions for cycling. The only obvious access to the route involves crossing 

Dumbarton Road at its junction with Queen Victoria Drive/Balmoral Street – requiring either a significant walk or the use 

of carriageways with multiple lanes. 

17,18  
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Recommendations 
 Project 

a The association should monitor whether the locations chosen for cycle parking are felt by residents to be safe enough their bicycles.  

 Immediate area 

b The association should ensure that the paths around the property remain in good condition, and where faults exist these are fixed. This is 

not only important for practical reasons, but also because the appearance of these paths may be important in emphasising that people 

who live in the properties walk to local destinations. 

Access to these paths should be protected, and where necessary improved, so that it is not necessary for pedestrians to walk around 

parking areas or to walk in narrow gaps between parked vehicles to directly reach the closest path, and so that step free access is more 

widely available to mirror the existing stepped routes. It is possible that supporting the quality of pedestrian links (over the availability of 

parking) will increase use of the general open environment for recreation around the properties. 

c The association should immediately seek improvements to the situation caused by residents or others parking on footways (pavements) 

around the area. It should keep abreast of recent and upcoming changes in the law around ‘pavement parking’, using these as a prompt 

for local change. It should ensure that its own staff lead the way in how they park association vehicles. 

d As a stakeholder in the local area the association should consider whether it can actively support simple improvements to the walking and 

cycling environment in the streets around the properties. 

 Wider area 

e The association should choose to make itself aware of the general barriers to walking and cycling that residents face, on the basis that it 

can add weight to their wishes or could choose to speak on their behalf in pursuing improved conditions. 
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Supporting photos 
 

  

1: Direct access to east-west path is sometimes~ 

between parked vehicles 

2: Parked vehicles obstructing footway and  

dropped kerbs on Kirkton Avenue 

  

3: Parked vehicles obstructing footway and dropped 

kerbs on Kirkton Avenue. 

4: Kintillo Drive at Embo Drive, lack of dropped 

kerbs, overhanging hedge, footway obstructions 

  

5: Kintillo Drive, footway crossfall, width and obstuction 6: Kintillo Drive, footway quality, width and obstruction 
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7: Parking outside property on ‘no parking’ area 8: Painted walkway at rear of retail park 

  

9: Access to rear of retail park through service area 10: Crossing conditions on Anniesland Road 

outside Scotstounhill station. 

  

11: Anniesland Road at junction with Kingsway 12: Alderman Road, width, modifications, cycle lanes 
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13: Southbrae Drive cycle lane quality, debris  

from trees, and cycle route sign. 

14:Southbrae Drive cycle lane quality  

and (distant) cycle route sign 

  

15: Signalised crossing Polnoon Avenue, showing 

narrowing of carriageway to support crossing 

16: Lincoln Avenue near Kirkton Avenue/Pikeman Road, 

showing difficult crossing conditions  

  

17: Nearby isolated section of  

National Cycle Network route 

18: Main access to National Cycle Network route via 

junction at Queen Victoria Drive/Dumbarton Road 

 


